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Profiling and Imaging Software

Color management for
ceramic tile decoration

®®

Achieve the most
accurate color results,
with the lowest ink costs
EFI™ Fiery proServer for Cretaprint is a dedicated color management solution for
digital ceramic tile decoration that produces the most accurate color results, with the
lowest ink costs, independent of final production conditions. Fiery proServer offers tile
producers many unique benefits, and is a key part of the only complete printer, ink
and color management solution for the digital ceramics industry.
®

®

Convert designs for different ink
sets or print conditions
Printer schedules, materials and print conditions
can change. Fiery proServer helps you manage
tile production challenges by producing the most
accurate color results, independent of the final
production conditions.
Reduce new design development from days to just hours with
accurate paper proofing and on-screen separation editing.

Original inks,
original design

EFI Cretacolor inks,
original design

EFI Cretacolor inks,
Fiery converted
design

Accelerate tile design
development
Traditional tile design development and on-press
prototyping takes considerable time, uses expensive
materials, and ties up valuable resources. Fiery
proServer’s fast, low-cost and lightweight paper
prototyping can accurately predict final tile decorations
using an inkjet proofing device, eliminating traditional
prototyping overheads. Paper tiles proofs can be
produced at any location, saving shipping time
and costs for design reviews and approvals. Fiery
proServer makes tile design fast and economical,
cutting cycles from days to just hours.
Fiery proServer’s client / server architecture means
unlimited number of operators can perform accurate
on-screen design edits, from any location. Adobe
Photoshop editing is directly accessed through the
client interface and based on skill set or preference, edits
can be performed in either RGB or spot color modes.
®

Match original designs with Fiery conversions and save
money when combined with EFI’s Cretacolor inks.

Ink set, printer, glaze or kiln differences can be
compensated for with easy and accurate design
conversion tools guaranteeing accurate results no
matter where production happens. Not being tied to
one production environment adds essential flexibility
to tile manufacturing businesses, resulting in faster
turnaround times.

Original printer and original design

®

EFI’s exclusive Fiery Image Editor tool allows the
accurate editing of final multi-channel separations,
meaning on-screen changes can be made accurately
and easily right up until production.
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Alternate printer and original design

Alternate printer and Fiery converted design
Convert designs quickly and easily for accurate results using
different printers, ink sets, glazes or kilns.

Produce superior separations with Fiery ColorWise technology
EFI’s innovative ColorWise separation technology
is engineered specifically for digital ceramic tile
decoration. Purpose-built color management
algorithms based on spectral data produce sharper and
more detailed output versus conventional ICC color
management methods for digital tile production.
ColorWise separation technology also uses less ink
versus ICC color management production, resulting in
cost savings of up to 30% when combined with the use
of EFI Cretacolor inks, with no loss of color accuracy,
gamut or definition.

ICC

Fiery ColorWise
®

®

Produce the most design-faithful results, and save up to
30% on ink costs with Fiery ColorWise separations and EFI
Cretacolor inks.
®

®

Save even more money with Smart Ink Savings
Original

$
7% ink cost saving with a ΔE 2 difference

$
10% ink cost saving with a ΔE 4 difference

$
Save up to 10% ink costs on top of Fiery ColorWise technology
reductions with the Smart Ink Savings feature.

In addition to the default ink savings ColorWise
technology delivers, the Fiery proServer’s industry
first Smart Ink Savings feature can reduce ink costs
further by considering the actual cost of each ink,
and calculating the most affordable ink combination
possible for a design. Users can configure real ink
prices, and control their acceptable color deviation per
job, plus see a report on the actual ink volume
and cost savings prior to producing the tile.
These combined technologies can produce total cost
savings of up to 40% whilst finding the perfect balance
between color and cost for each individual design.

Enhance results with specialized ceramic decoration functionalities
The Common Gamut feature uses the reproducible
color space available of two different printer lines
to achieve identical reproduction of the same design;
for example matching floor and wall tiles.

Original

Effect layer

The patented Dynamic Gamut Expansion feature
automatically and intelligently introduces white ink
where needed to enhance the dynamic range of
designs produced on dark glazes. Depending on the
color of the glaze, users can define the white ink usage
to suit the design, saving the more expensive white ink,
and other inks whilst producing superior results.
Special effects layers can also be automatically
calculated from design files for use with reactive,
gloss, matt or lustre inks.

Create special effects layers automatically from any design for
use with reactive, matt, gloss or lustre inks.

“ Fiery proServer shortened our product development cycles
significantly, with much superior color results. This is helping us
to bring new designs to market in a shorter span of time.“
MRS. XIAO
THE WONDERFUL GROUP
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Genuine EFI Cretacolor Inks
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At EFI, we believe our genuine ceramic inks are part of
a total solution. The printer, ink and Fiery proServer all
work as one to provide genuine EFI results.
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Genuine EFI Cretacolor Inks are an essential ingredient
for decorating ceramic tiles with the highest quality,
consistency and reliability. Genuine EFI Cretacolor
inks are formulated to deliver the highest quality
and perform optimally with all digital inkjet ceramic
tile printers. Every drop is purposefully designed for
maximum color intensity, chromatic range, color
stability over time, and uniformity throughout the
manufacturing line.

Genuine EFI Cretacolor ink is purposefully designed for
maximum color intensity, chromatic range, color stability over
time, and uniformity throughout the manufacturing line.

Fiery proServer for Cretaprint
Fiery proServer for Cretaprint includes

Server Speciﬁcations

• High-performance Fiery server
• Included Product/Printing Options
- ColorWise technology
- Unlimited clients
- Color Profiler Option
- Color Verifier Option
- 1 Printer Option Cretaprint
- 1 Printer Option M — XXL
- ES-2000 spectrophotometer

• Operating System
Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Enterprisefor Embedded Pro x64
• CPU
1x Intel CORE I7-6700, 3.4GHz
• RAM
32 GB, 2 x 16 GB
• HDD
3 x DRIVE, HDD 1 TB SATA,7 200 RPM; logical drives
• Fiery proServer and Furniture Premium Dimensions
- Height: 59.7” – 65.6” (1,515 mm – 1,665 mm)
- Width: 31.5” (800 mm)
- Depth: 35” (886 mm)
- Weight: 187.2 lb. (84.9 kg)
• Power Supply and Consumption
Auto-switching: 110–240 VAC 47-63 Hz for global use

®

• Included Peripherals and Accessories
- Fiery furniture
- Wireless mouse
- Wireless keyboard
- 27“ flat panel display
- Just Normlicht colorMaster desktop viewer
- 1 roll EFI Cretaprint glossy proofing paper 30m x 43.2cm
- 2 rolls EFI Cretaprint semi matt proofing paper 30m x 43.2cm

®

®

Note: You may purchase additional printer licenses to support additional
EFI Cretaprint engines or proofing devices.

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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